SolidRules, the all-in-one solution for your business

There are those who talk about innovation and those who innovate. There are those who buy software and those who choose a philosophy. There are those who push and those who have an engine that drives them. There are those who pursue the market and there are those who make the market.

Don’t choose any product, choose SolidRules.
Born for your needs

What can you manage with SolidRules?

Saying everything is presumptuous but it is difficult to find something that it cannot handle. SolidRules is the proposal that covers varied needs such as PDM, PLM, configurator (product, bill of materials, offer, document), spare parts, ticketing, service, plant maintenance, job orders, CRM, quality, production, safety, training, surveying timing, planning, accounting, IoT...

- It communicates with everything
  - It is certified for your 3D CAD and 2D CAD. You can find it in your Office tools and can communicate with over 50 different management brands

- You use it on everything
  - Each solution is designed to accompany you throughout the day at any time and on any device (PC, tablet, smartphone)

- It applies to everything
  - You choose it to solve a problem and discover that it can cover all the needs of your company. From sales to design through production and after sales, every department will fall in love with SolidRules

Created by a company for other companies, even for yours!
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Configurator

The unconventional configurator for those who prefer solutions to problems. Request, offer, documentation, sales, automation are his natural terrain.

Configuring your future

Configuring your product in 3D, also on the Web, for an augmented reality experience obtaining today what others might dream of tomorrow.

Configuring your products

Do you make standard products with lots of options? Do you make special products with a lot of complexity? SolidRules can create the solution for you too!

Configuring your documents

The right choice if you need to automate and organise your company documents (quotations, technical references, engineering change requests, ...).
Confirgurator

Confirguring your future
Confirguring your documents
Confirguring your products

The unconventional confirgurator for those who prefer solutions to problems. Request, offer, documentation, sales, automation are his natural terrain.

OFFER
BILL OF MATERIALS
PRODUCT

Confirguring your product in 3D, also on the Web, for an augmented reality experience obtaining today what others might dream of tomorrow

The right choice if you need to automate and organise your company documents (quotations, technical references, engineering change requests, ...).

Do you make standard products with lots of options? Do you make special products with a lot of complexity? SolidRules can create the solution for you too!

InCentro

The most brazen PDM and the boldest PLM to have zero impact solutions. At the center of your CAD, at the center of your documents, at the center of your company

Thinking
CAD centric

The easiest way to have only valid, organized, categorized and immediately available information in your documents.

Thinking
document centric

A CAD file is a document, an Office file is a document, a non-compliance is a document. And if everything can be thought as a document then everything can be managed by SolidRules InCentro.

Thinking
company centric

From the file system to the container in which all the documents and official information that move your company pass. All company documents can be presented in a simple and flexible web interface to distribute information to all company departments, on any device and through capillary authorization policies.
Your new desk

Traditional systems were born to manage homogeneous information and consolidated relationships. Nowadays the data changes constantly and you can’t know what connections will be established.

You can choose the tradition and have ten products that will organize your company in stagnant sections, or you can choose SolidRules, one product for every need.

An approach out of the box

There are so many reasons that make SolidRules Desk the application that can solve all the needs you already have or that you didn’t know to have. We give you the first three.

• Because you can do with ease what for others is to the limit of the possible.
• Because it brings to all the institutions the features that the technical office love.
• Because it’s born from the most brazen PDM and the boldest PLM, powered by the only Product Configurator with the ability to do even what seems impossible to everyone.

If you have a management software, CRM, MRP, PMS but you can’t find any solution then you need the out of the box approach of SolidRules Desk!
Quantum

A simple and efficient solution to manage every aspect of production by controlling costs and optimizing maintenance.

Big Data, IoT and more

An Artificial Intelligence system capable of collecting and analyzing billions of data from production sensors. The latest frontiers of innovation carried in your everyday life.

- **Real-time data**
  - Real-time monitoring of all machines. From those in production to those delivered to your customers.

- **From the past to the future**
  - The data coming from the IoT are correlated with those already present on your SolidRules Desk. Thanks to its Business Intelligence tools, it analyzes all the information to bring out critical issues and opportunities.

- **Autonomy has a value**
  - A factory management system 4.0 capable of working with the Internet and without the Internet, with data in the cloud or with data in your office and without having to rely on third-party services. You can be in complete control of your information.

Reduce maintenance costs and improve production quality
There are those who talk about innovation and those who innovate. There are those who buy software and those who choose a philosophy. There are those who push and those who have an engine that drives them. There are those who pursue the market and there are those who make the market.

Don't choose any product, choose **SolidRules**.

Contact us to make your dreams come true

- info@alexide.com - info@solidrules.com
- alexide.com - solidrules.com
- +39 0547 323593

CHECK IT OUT ON SOLIDRULES.COM
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